FOR THE PROVISION OF ACCOMMODATION AND FOOD
PSHS System 2016 Capability Building Training for Teachers of Specialization Years Program (SYP)

BID BULLETIN NO. 1
Date: 8 June 2016

Please be advised of the following Clarifications/Amendments to the Bidding Documents:

I. Section 1.1 Activity Venue Requirements of the ITB
   1. As stated in 1.1.1 (p.8), preferably, a round table good for ten (10) persons will be provided for the set-up/arrangement.
   2. On item 1.1.3 (p. 8), the number of break-away rooms is three (3), either three (3) rooms to hold three (3) separate discussions or a plenary hall that can be separated into three (3) partitions by a wall divider.
   3. On item 1.1.5.2 (p. 8), must provide at least one (1) technical staff to assist in the audio system operation during the activity.

II. Section 1.2 Room Arrangements of the ITB
   1. As stated in 1.2.1 (p. 8), bedroom requirement must be one (1) bed per person.

III. Section 1.3 Meal Requirements of the ITB
   1. On item 1.3.3 (p. 8), amend statement to “able to serve Lunch, AM and PM snacks for 4 days which will be packed and preferably delivered to three different activity site (e.g. UP Diliman, ADMU, and/or DLSU) on July 12-15, 2016”

IV. Section 8 the ITB
   1. On item 8 (p. 9) and 10 (p. 10), the bid opening schedule is moved from June 21, 2016, 9:00 am to June 20, 2016, 9:00 am at PSHS System Office of the Executive Director, Training Center, Agham Road, Diliman, Quezon City.

Supplemental/Bid Bulletin No. 1 is issued to modify or amend items in the Bid Documents. This shall form an integral part of the Bid Documents. Other provisions relative to the bidding documents shall remain in effect and in order.

For guidance and information of all concerned.

ROD ALLAN A. DE LARA, DBA
Chairperson, PSHSS-OED BAC for Goods and Services

Noted by:

LARRY L. CABATIC, PhD
Executive Director